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Pre-emptive effort downplaying (PED) occurs when people publicly downplay their effort expenditure on test preparation prior to taking a test for the sake of managing the social evaluation of the self in the face of a challenging performance task. Thirty Asian Americans and 29 European Americans had two opportunities to publicly report their effort expenditure on a practice exercise. They also completed measures of self-evaluations and concern for performance before working on the practice exercise, and the self-evaluation measure again at the completion of the actual test. Only European Americans showed PED. Additionally, concern for performance was positively associated with and mediated cultural variations in PED. The implications of these results are discussed.
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Introduction

Reinier, Mark and Allan are classmates in a social psychology class. Their professor announced that an extensive research project constituting 40% of their grade is due in 1 month. Reinier and Allan have been working late in the library for the past 3 weeks. Whenever they were researching, they always spotted Mark tucked in an obscure niche of the library busy working on drafts for the project, but Mark never noticed them. Three days before the due date, Reinier asked Mark how far he was in the project and Mark responded that he had yet to start reading articles for the assignment.

This scenario paints an everyday example of the phenomenon pre-emptive effort downplaying (PED). PED is a self-handicapping strategy (Berglas & Jones, 1978); People demonstrate PED when they publicly understate the effort they have expended on a task that has yet to be evaluated. Like many other self-handicapping strategies (Snyder & Smith, 1982), PED is a self-presentational strategy because individuals who demonstrate it, pre-emptive effort downplayers (PEDers), present an image to the public that is different from their private image. That is, PEDers labour diligently in private, but mask their actual work input in public. PEDers subscribe to the mantra that it is better to fail because one is lazy than because one is stupid (Jones, 1990) and want to obfuscate the relationship between ability and performance (Oleson, Poehlmann, Yost, Lynch, & Arkin, 2000). We contend that PEDers use this strategy to avoid possible negative evaluations from others of the PEDers’ abilities if they happen to perform unsuccessfully.

Defining features of PED

As mentioned, PED is a self-handicapping strategy (Berglas & Jones, 1978; Snyder & Smith, 1982). According to Snyder and Smith (1982), self-handicapping is ‘a process wherein a person, in response to an anticipated loss of self-esteem from the possibility of inadequate performance in a domain where performance clearly implicates ability or competence, adopts characteristics or behaviours that superficially constitute admission of a problem, weakness, or deficit, but assist the individual in: (i) controlling attributions (made by oneself or others) concerning performance in order to discount the self-relevant implications of poor performance and augment the self-relevant implications of success; (ii) avoiding the threatening evaluative situation entirely; or (iii) maintaining existing environmental conditions that maximize positive self-relevant feedback and minimize negative self-relevant feedback’. (p. 107) Researchers have identified two categories of self-handicapping strategies: (i) behavioural self-handicapping; and (ii) claimed self-handicapping. Behavioural self-handicapping involves engagement in overt behaviours that would impede one’s performance on the evaluated test. For example, self-handicappers may defend their self-esteem by withdrawing effort; they reduce effort investment so that they can protect their self-evaluation later by attributing their failure to a lack of effort (vs ability; Tice & Baumeister, 1990). Effort withdrawal can lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy because low effort expenditure could result in low performance. Claimed self-handicapping involves citing an impediment to performance (e.g. emotional distress, illness, fatigue or test anxiety) to justify an unfavourable forecast of one’s performance on the evaluated test (Warner & Moore, 2004; Ferrari & Thompson, 2006). PED can be conceived of as a claimed self-handicapping strategy. Unlike behavioural self-handicappers, PEDers do not
withdraw their effort in the face of a challenging task. Instead, because of their concern for performance, they may work harder than their peers to prepare for the task and choose to downplay their effort expenditure in the presence of an external audience. Like other claimed self-handicapping strategies, PED has a self-enhancement component as well as a self-effacement component. By publicly claiming a socially undesirable but less central characteristic (low effort expenditure), PEDers avoid negative social evaluations of the self on a highly self-relevant dimension (ability) if they perform poorly on the evaluated task (Snyder & Smith, 1982). Although this strategy seems to be widely practised, it has escaped empirical attention in the self-handicapping research literature.

The above characterization of PED highlights three aspects of it, which collectively define the construct: (i) self-presentational; (ii) pre-emptive; and (iii) driven by concern for performance. First, PED is characterized by a public pretence of effort avoidance; it serves as some sort of impression management. Because PED is self-presentational, in the current study, we measured PED by the extent to which participants downplayed their preparatory effort for an ability test when they reported it to two audiences (a peer and the experimenter).

Second, PED is pre-emptive and hence differs from many other self-evaluation management strategies. Many previously studied self-evaluation management strategies are cognitive strategies employed after the fact – people engage in them only upon receiving performance information. For example, in the self-serving bias (Blaine & Crocker, 1993), people make internal attribution for success and external attribution for failure. Similarly, upon receiving negative performance feedback, people may engage in downward social comparison; they manage self-esteem threat by comparing their performance to low performers (Gibbons & McCoy, 1991). In both instances, the self-evaluation management strategies are used after one has obtained feedback on their performance. In contrast, PED is a pre-emptive strategy; PEDers act to avoid what they foresee as a potential consequence of their poor performance on their self-evaluation. Even before the results on a task they complete are made known, PEDers already engage in PED to avoid possible negative social evaluation of the self.

In some respects, PEDers are similar to defensive pessimists (Norem & Cantor, 1986). Defensive pessimists anticipate that they may perform poorly in a task; nonetheless, they work hard on the task to maximize their chance of success. Like defensive pessimists, PEDers are motivated to be successful in their strivings. However, unlike defensive pessimists, who deflate their expectation of success and hold a relatively negative view of the self, PEDers seek to minimize the potentially damaging effects of possible failures on social evaluation of the self by downplaying their effort in their self-presentation.

PEDers may appear modest because they downplay their preparative effort publicly (Kurman & Sriram, 2002). However, whereas modesty is a self-presentation strategy that aims at diverting public gaze on one’s competence, PED is a self-presentation strategy that aims at maintaining positive public evaluations of one’s competence by lowering the social audience’s expectation on one’s performance.

Finally, individuals adopt PED to address their concern for performance. In the literature on student motivation, researchers have posited two primary goal orientations: task-focused and performance-focused (e.g. Grant & Dweck, 2001; Hong, 2001; Salili, Chiu & Lai, 2001). Task-oriented students concern themselves with the mastery of a task, an internal manifestation of their learning. In contrast, performance-oriented students concern themselves with more external expressions of their abilities such as grades and outperforming other students (Shi et al., 2001). PED, like other claimed self-handicapping strategies (and many other self-presentational strategies), is particularly likely to occur among performance-oriented individuals. For instance, Snyder and Smith (1982) observed that students with an exaggerated investment in their intellectual competence are especially prone to self-handicapping in academic performance settings. In relation to this, Ferrari and Thompson (2006) have identified a set of motivational symptoms associated with claimed self-handicappers. Specifically, claimed self-handicappers often experience intense worry, self-doubt and anxiety when they are assigned to a challenging achievement task. These results suggest that PED may also be driven by a heightened concern for performance.

Despite that PED is a widely practised self-handicapping strategy, it has not been identified and studied in the self-evaluation maintenance literature. The current research represents the first attempt to identify PED and its motivational antecedents.

Cultural variations in PED

As PED has not yet been studied, it is first necessary to determine its existence. Therefore, a major goal of the current research was to show that PED exists. The second goal was to test for cultural differences in the demonstration of PED.

In the current study, we expect both European and Asian American participants to demonstrate PED. However, we also hypothesize that European American participants would exhibit PED more than do their Asian American counterparts. As mentioned, individuals who are concerned with performance are likely to practice PED, and there is evidence that European Americans are more concerned about their performance than are Asian Americans. For instance, European Canadians believe more strongly than
Asian Canadians in the fixedness (vs malleability) of ability (Heine et al., 2001). When individuals believe that ability is fixed, they are motivated to document their level of ability through their performance (Chiu, Hong, & Dweck, 1994; Hong, Chiu & Dweck, 1995; Hong, Chiu, Dweck, Lin, & Wan 1999). They also tend to believe that ability and effort are inversely related – smart people do not need to work hard and people who need to work hard to perform well are not intelligent (Hong et al., 1999; Hong, 2001). Thus, the stronger belief in the fixedness of ability may render European Americans more prone to practice PED. Consistent with this idea, there is evidence that in the face of initial failure on a challenging task, European Canadians tend to shift to a different task that will make them look good, whereas Asian Canadians tend to focus on improving their skills on the task (Heine et al., 2001). It seems as though European Canadians are concerned about how well they perform on a task whereas Asian Canadians are not as concerned and view negative performance feedback as helpful in improving their abilities.

Based on these past findings, we predict that compared to Asian Americans, European Americans would be more concerned about their performance and more likely to practice PED. Furthermore, concern for performance is hypothesized to mediate the predicted cross-cultural difference in the likelihood of displaying PED.

**Self-evaluations following PED**

In the current study, we also explored whether practicing PED would enhance self-evaluation. Self-handicapping is a self-protective strategy that allows the individual to preserve a sense of self-esteem and competence in the face of possible failures (Snyder & Smith, 1982). In addition, publicly understating one’s effort exertions on a performance task may enable PEDers to anticipate relatively favourable social evaluation of the self; if they succeed on the task with minimal effort, this outcome would be publicly seen as indicating superb intelligence. If they fail, the failure would not damage how others perceive their skills, because the failure would likely be attributed to the lack of effort.

In contrast, because practising PED also requires public acknowledgement of low preparatory effort, it may increase the PEDers’ awareness of their negative social image (being lazy or low in conscientiousness), which may, in turn, dampen PEDers’ self-evaluation following the display of PED. There is also evidence that claimed self-handicapping does not weaken the self-handicappers’ self-doubt (Ferrari & Thompson, 2006). On the contrary, the tendency to practice claimed self-handicapping has been shown to be associated with lower efficiency in test preparation, more frequent rumination and the tendency to use maladaptive coping strategies (Warner & Moore, 2004). Thus, it is also possible that PEDers would feel bad about themselves after downplaying their effort publicly. To explore the question of whether self-evaluation would increase or decrease following PED, in the current study, we monitored shifts in self-evaluations before and after engaging in PED.

**Summary and study overview**

In summary, PED is defined as the tendency to understate the amount of preparatory effort for a test to an external audience. The primary goals of the current study are to test whether PED exists and to compare the engagement in PED of Asian American and European American undergraduates. To achieve these goals, we recruited Asian American and European American students and had them try out some practice items in preparation for an evaluated test. Next, we asked them to report publicly the number of practice items they had attempted. To ascertain the role concern for performance played in PED, we measured it before the participants took the practice exercise. Additionally, we measured the participants’ self-evaluation before they took the practice exercise and after they reported their effort.

**Method**

**Overview**

Four real participants of the same ethnicity and two confederates participated in each experimental session. At the beginning of the experiment, the experimenter explained that the study concerned effects of different test-taking conditions. Next, participants were told to take two tests, one in preparation for the next. To determine a change in self-evaluation over the course of the study, participants were asked to respond to a set of Anderson personality trait words (a measure of self-evaluation) before they took the practice test and after they finished the actual test. Before taking the practice test, participants were also administered a measure of concern for performance. Participants were given two opportunities to report their effort expenditure – once in front of their peers and once to the experimenter.

**Participants**

Fifty-nine undergraduate students (33 females and 26 males) at a Midwestern public university participated in the study. Of these, 29 were European Americans and 30 Asian Americans. The ages for the Asian American and European American participants were similar and ranged from 17 to 39 years, with a mean of 20.0 years.
**Procedures**

During each session, participants first completed a measure of concern for performance (Oleson et al., 2000). They also responded to the first set of the Anderson (1968) personality trait words, which formed the baseline measure of self-evaluation. Next, the experimenter told the participants the cover story that the study concerned the effects of different test-taking conditions on performance. The participants were asked to take two 10-minute tests, with the first test being a practice test for the second, actual test. Both tests consisted of 10 SAT-Quantitative type questions. Participants were informed that performance on the practice test would not be evaluated. They were also told that the participant who received the highest score on the actual test would have his/her name announced to the group and receive a US$10 cash reward. Participants were instructed that they could attempt as many or as few problems on the practice test as they wished.

After completing the practice test, the experimenter wrote down on a chalkboard in the experimental room a few ‘feedback’ questions. These questions included the number of problems attempted and the number of problems the participants thought they got correct. Other filler questions required the participants to indicate the perceived difficulty level of the test and to identify and briefly describe one challenging and one easy problem in the practice test.

Next, the experimenter announced that to ensure the anonymity of the participants’ responses, he would leave the experimental room. The participants were also told that one volunteer would collect the responses from all other participants and transcribed the data to his/her handwriting. Thus, the participants were aware that they would report their responses to their peers.

To ensure that the participants’ reports would not be influenced by their peers’ responses when they reported their answers to the transcriber, the participants were asked to write down their answers to all questions on a piece of paper. Next, the experimenter left the room, and one volunteer (who was always a confederate) asked each participant to report individually the responses they had written down and transcribed the data to his/her handwriting. The number of attempted items reported to the confederate relative to the actual number of practice items attempted formed the measure of PED in the presence of peers (PED<sub>peers</sub>).

After the transcription was completed, the participants proceeded to take the actual test individually in a sound-proof cubicle. They were reminded that the person who received the highest score on that test would have his/her name announced to the group and receive the US$10 award.

At completion of the test, the experimenter entered each cubicle to collect the test individually. Before leaving each room, he conducted an interview with each participant and asked more ‘feedback questions’, including questions on the perceived difficulty level of the actual test, the number of practice items attempted and the number of correct answers they expected to get on the practice test. The number of attempted items reported in the interview relative to the actual number of items attempted formed the PED measure in the presence of the experimenter (PED<sub>experimenter</sub>). This measure allowed us to assess the generality of our results across two audiences (peers and the experimenter).

After the experimenter had conducted the interviews and collected all the test papers, the participants came out to the common area and responded to the second set of the Anderson personality trait words, which formed the post-PED measure of self-evaluation.

After they had completed the questionnaire, the experimenter probed the participants for suspicion. None of the participants identified the true purpose of the study. Finally, the experimenter debriefed the participants, explaining to them that: (i) the purpose of the study was to investigate PED; (ii) the tests were not graded; and (iii) there were two confederates in the study (including the one who volunteered to transcribe).

**Measures**

**PED.** PED was determined by comparing the actual number of practice items attempted by participants (the experimenter counted the number of problems in the practice test that the participants actually tried) to the reported number of practice problems attempted in the presence of their peers (PED<sub>peers</sub>) and the experimenter (PED<sub>experimenter</sub>.

**Concern for performance.** Participants completed a nine-item measure of concern for performance (Oleson et al., 2000). They rated the degree of agreement they had with each item (1 = extremely disagree, 2 = somewhat disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = somewhat agree, 5 = extremely agree). Some sample items were ‘It is important that I succeed in all that I do’, ‘Failure has its advantages’ (reverse scored) and ‘Failure is unacceptable to me’. The internal reliability of the scale was 0.76. We took the average of nine items as an index of concern for performance, with higher numbers indicating greater concern for performance.

**Change in self-evaluation.** To measure change in self-evaluation within the 50-minute duration of the experiment, we created two equivalent checklists of 86 personality traits based on Anderson (1968)’s likeability ratings of 555 trait words. Anderson (1968) had 100 participants rate the likeability of an imaginary person on each of the 555 trait words on a seven-point scale (0 = least favourable and 6 = most favourable) and used the mean favourability rating to form the likeability value of each trait word.
Based on Anderson’s likeability norm, we classified those adjectives with likeability rankings of 155 or above as positive adjectives, those with likeability rankings of 256 or below as negative adjectives, and those with likeability rankings between 156 and 255 as neutral fillers. The first list of adjectives consisted of 35 positive, 39 negative and 12 neutral adjectives. Participants were instructed to circle as many of the 86 adjectives on this list that ‘described how they felt about themselves now’ before they took the practice test. We counted the number of positive traits and the number of negative traits they ascribed to themselves. The internal reliability for both positive and negative adjectives was high (for the positive adjectives, $\alpha = 0.88$; for the negative adjectives, $\alpha = 0.78$). An equivalent list was formed by selecting adjectives that matched the adjectives on the first list on likeability rankings ($\alpha = 0.89$ for the positive adjectives and 0.79 for the negative adjectives). The participants responded to the second list after taking the actual test.

**Results**

**Cultural differences in PED**

Table 1 shows the mean number of items attempted and the mean number of items reported to have been attempted in the two ethnic groups. To examine whether Asian American and European American participants differed in the tendency to display PED, we computed the two PED indices by subtracting the actual number of practice problems attempted from the number of practice problems reported to have been attempted in the pertinent condition. These scores were reversed so that positive scores on these indices indicated understating of effort or higher PED. An Ethnicity × Gender × Audience (peer or experimenter, within-subjects factor) analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant main effect of ethnicity, $F_{1,55} = 8.66$, $p < 0.01$, $\eta^2_p = 0.14$. No other effects were significant. Among the European American participants, PED was significantly different from zero, $M = 1.14$, $t_{29} = 2.16$, $p < 0.05$ in the peer condition, and $M = 1.24$, $t_{29} = 2.12$, $p < 0.05$ in the experimenter condition. In contrast, among the Asian American participants, PED was not significantly different from 0, mean PED $= -0.67$, $t_{29} = -1.50$ (ns) in the peer condition and mean PED $= -0.77$, $t_{29} = -1.40$ (ns) in the experimenter condition. These results disconfirmed the hypothesis that both European and Asian American participants would engage in PED, but are consistent with the idea that European Americans demonstrate it more than do Asian Americans.

**Role of concern for performance**

Because PED is performance-orientated, we predicted that participants who were highly concerned with their performance would demonstrate PED more than those who were low in concern for performance. As predicted, participants with higher concern for performance were more likely to engage in PED ($r_{peer} = 0.36$, $p < 0.01$ and $r_{experimenter} = 0.33$, $p < 0.05$).

Additionally, compared to the Asian American participants ($M = 3.36$), the European American participants had higher concern for performance ($M = 3.97$), $F_{1,57} = 18.02$, $p < 0.001$. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that concern for performance mediates the ethnicity effect on PED. To test this hypothesis, we took the average of the PED indices in the peer and experimenter condition, and regressed ethnicity on the aggregate PED index. The effect of ethnicity (with European Americans coded as 1 and Asian Americans as 0) on PED was reliable ($B = 0.60$), $t_{57} = 4.24$, $p < 0.001$. When PED was regressed on concern for performance, the effect of concern for performance was significant ($B = 1.55$), $t_{57} = 3.00$, $p < 0.01$. When PED was regressed on both concern for performance and ethnicity, the effect of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Peer</th>
<th>Experimenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>European Americans</td>
<td>Asian Americans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean actual number of practice test items attempted</td>
<td>8.41 (2.15)</td>
<td>6.47 (1.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean reported number of practice test items attempted</td>
<td>7.28 (2.64)</td>
<td>7.13 (2.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean estimated number of questions answered correctly</td>
<td>5.17 (1.81)</td>
<td>4.33 (2.40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.
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ethnicity was no longer reliable \((B = 0.88), t_{56} = 1.20, ns\), but the effect of concern for performance remained significant \((B = 1.20), t_{56} = 2.04, p < 0.05\). Sobel’s test results provided further support for the mediating role of concern for performance. Sobel’s \(z = 1.93, p = 0.05\).

**Does PED lower self-evaluation?**

A secondary research question of interest was whether the negative repercussions of displaying PED will temporarily lower PEDers’ self-evaluations. Before answering this question, we examined the relationship between PED and baseline self-evaluations. First, there was no correlation between the attribution of positive and negative adjectives to the self \((r = 0.05)\). Compared to the Asian American participants, the European American participants attributed more positive traits to the self \((M = 20.86 vs 11.63), F_{1,57} = 35.15, p < 0.001\). The two samples did not differ in the number of negative traits attributed to the self \((M = 5.72 for the European American participants vs 3.90 for the Asian American participants), F_{1,57} = 3.31, ns\).

Among European American participants, the tendency to engage in PED was negatively correlated with the number of self-ascribed positive traits at Time 1 \((r = -0.41, p < 0.05\), in the peer condition, and \(-0.37, p = 0.05\), in the experimenter condition). This result showed that the European American participants who reported fewer positive attributes had a greater tendency to understate in the self-report the number of practice problems they had actually attempted. Furthermore, European American participants who attributed fewer positive attributes to the self were also more concerned about performance \((r = -0.39, p < 0.05\); corresponding \(r = -0.19\) for the Asian American participants, ns), which, as noted, predicted the tendency to engage in PED. In short, among European Americans, lack of positive self-perception predicted PED. This result is consistent with the past finding that claimed self-handicappers tend to suffer from self-doubt (Ferrari & Thompson, 2006).

Next, we examined whether PED is associated with an unfavourable shift in self-evaluations. To answer this question we first carried out regression analyses on the number of positive adjectives participants used for self-description at the end of the experiment. We used PED and the number of positive adjectives participants used to describe themselves before taking the practice test as predictors. The results showed that positive self-description at Time 1 predicted the positive self-description at Time 2 \((B = 0.58), t_{56} = 7.17, p < 0.001\). Moreover, PED significantly predicted the positive self-evaluation at Time 2 after controlling for Time 1 positive evaluation \((B = -0.47), t_{56} = 2.02, p < 0.05\). Participants who engaged in more PED showed a greater reduction in the number of positive traits attributed to the self at Time 2.

The second regression analysis was carried out on self-ascribed negative traits at Time 2. The predictors were PED and the number of negative adjectives participants used to describe themselves at Time 1. The results indicated that Time 1 negative self-evaluation predicted Time 2 negative self-evaluation \((B = 0.54), t_{56} = 5.26, p < 0.001\). More importantly, after controlling for Time 1 negative self-evaluation, PED had a significant effect on Time 2 negative self-evaluation \((B = 0.44), t_{56} = 2.74, p < 0.01\). The tendency to engage in PED was associated with an increase in the number of negative traits attributed to the self at Time 2. In summary, the use of PED is associated with unfavourable shifts in self-evaluation (attribution of fewer positive and more negative traits to the self).

**Discussion**

The results showed that European Americans demonstrated PED by understating the number of practice problems they attempted as compared to the objective number of practice problems they attempted. In contrast, Asian American participants did not display a significant PED. It seems as though the phenomenon of PED occurs more in the European American culture than in the Asian American culture.

Our results also indicate that the ethnic group difference in PED may arise from cultural differences in concern for performance. In the current study, high concern for performance also predicted PED; participants who were highly concerned with their performance demonstrated PED more than did those who were low in this concern. In addition, concern for performance mediates cultural variations in PED. Thus, it seems that European Americans engaged in more PED than Asian Americans in the current study because they were more performance oriented. This result is also consistent with the previous finding that in the face of initial failure on a challenging task, European Canadians are more likely than Asian Canadians to shift to a different task that will make them look good (Heine et al., 2001). This finding also suggests that the propensity of a person to engage in PED may be altered by changing his or her concern for performance. For example, it is possible for European Americans, although they tended to be PEDers in this research, to not understate the amount of problems they attempted when their concern for performance is lowered.

This cross-cultural variation in the tendency to engage in PED provides further evidence that PEDers are not simply being modest. In past studies, compared to their Western counterparts, Asians were more modest in self-presentation (Kurman & Sriram, 2002). However, in the present study, only European Americans displayed PED. Specifically, in a collectivist context where the individual is not expected to stand out, modesty is a strategy for managing one’s social image by diverting attention away from their competence.
In contrast, in an individualist cultural context where being outstanding is an important measure of one’s self-worth, individuals facing a challenging task may display PED to lower social expectation on their performance as a means of managing an impending threat to their self-image. That is, in this context, PED is a strategy used to ensure positive evaluation of the self in spite of poor task performance.

Because we used a quantitative test in the current study, it is possible that compared to European Americans, Asian Americans were more comfortable with their mathematical abilities, and felt less threatened by the test situation. Hence, they did not display PED in the current study. However, an Ethnicity × Audience (peer or experimenter) ANOVA carried out on the number of items estimated to be answered correctly revealed no ethnicity differences, $F_{1,57} = 2.11$, ns, for the main effect of ethnicity, and $F_{1,57} = 0.40$, ns, for the interaction. Additionally, the ethnicity effects (main effect and interaction) in the Ethnicity × Audience (peer or experimenter) ANOVA carried out on the perceived difficulty of the test were not significant, $F_{1,57} = 2.95$, ns, for the main effect, and $F_{1,57} = 0.01$ for the interaction.

In conclusion, the present study of PED has established a starting point upon which future research can build and expand our knowledge of PED. The findings of the present study are theoretically important for two reasons. First, PED is a new phenomenon that has not been identified before. Second, the data suggest that cultural differences in PED exist and are mediated by cultural differences in concern for performance. These findings point to several future research directions.

First, although our results are consistent with the idea that concern for performance mediates cultural variations in the likelihood of displaying PED, given that the salience of past failures and anticipation of future self-threat can elevate concern for performance (Taylor, Neter, & Wayment, 1995), future studies that manipulate concern for performance when the performance outcome is announced, future research to manipulate PED to establish its psychological ramifications should be carried out.

**End note**

1. Among Asian Americans, the tendency to engage in PED was not related to the number of self-ascribed positive traits at Time 1 ($r_{peer} = -0.13$, ns; $r_{experimenter} = -0.05$, ns). PED was not correlated with the number of negative traits ($r_{peer} = 0.12$ and $r_{experimenter} = 0.28$) among the European American participants, but was positively correlated ($r_{peer} = 0.07$ and $r_{experimenter} = 0.04$). The number of negative traits ascribed to the self was positively related to concern for performance among European Americans only ($r_{European} = 0.48$, $p < 0.01$; $r_{Asian} = -0.20$, ns.).
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